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At the border between Mexico and Guatemala, the back and forth between national and 

local concerns intertwined and intersected from the moment of independence onward. Ebbing 

and flowing, the issues that defined the frontier region for the national government and for those 

in the region had significant overlap. While abstract national identity played some role in the on-

going battle over territorial claims, violence and jurisdiction were a great deal more urgent. 

Defining who was Mexican and who was Guatemalan was less important than defining who 

administered the right to plant and harvest and sell and who held a monopoly on the force needed 

to defend those rights. These were profoundly local concerns, and the battle, sometimes violent, 

sometimes verbal, that played out over the borderlands was one that mattered in concrete, not 

just diplomatic terms. This was not a struggle over citizenship and identity but over sovereignty 

and territory, for both the state and those living within it.  

This talk, which draws on an article I am currently writing, ranges across the thousands 

of kilometres of border but focuses in on a parcel in the interior bounded by rivers. Claimed by 

both sides using historical and geographic justifications, this zone was site to militia raids, 

military occupation, and rebel organization across the nineteenth century. It was also site to an 

increasingly prosperous timber export economy and a growing body of migrant foresters, 

merchants, and workers. The experiences of these individuals, their ongoing struggles with 

instability and uncertainty as well as the opportunities they sometimes found in the lack of 

definition, formed the meat of diplomatic negotiation. Larger issues of international relations and 

regional hegemony have long dominated historical writing about this border. Yet the history 



relied upon by diplomats when asserting their claims to sovereignty was a history of local 

decisions, local transactions, and local violence. From that history emerges a story of how 

individual nationality could remain unimportant while territorial nationality became increasingly 

vital. 

The story of the signing of the treaty between Mexico and Guatemala is relatively well 

known, though its local implications and influences are little understood. At Independence, the 

border between the two new nations was left intentionally ambiguous with the district of 

Soconusco, the most contentious bone, left neutral. Sallies back and forth across the first decades 

of the 19th century degenerated into local scuffles between rival regional bosses. National politics 

were distant, though the region was used as a staging zone for rebellions against both 

Guatemalan and Chiapaneco central governments. There was little rule of law, almost no 

representatives of the state, and a general sense of what I stand on is mine. Yet, as export 

agriculture, coffee in particular, and relative stability emerged in tandem in the 1870s, alongside 

growing desire from the United States to control a canal across the Isthmus, the lack of a real 

border between the two nations was increasingly urgent. Drawing on local reports of raids and 

kidnappings and destruction intertwined with constitutional rhetoric and threats of war, Mexican 

officials stood strong against Guatemalan claims, initially supported by US diplomats, that 

Chiapas, or at least Soconusco, belonged to the southern neighbour. After much confusion and 

scandal involving politicians from all three countries, Justo Rufino Barrios, then president of 

Guatemala, and Matias Romero, a special envoy from Mexico living in Washington D.C., signed 

a treaty in that city in 1882. Both men had spent time in the border region and owned land there. 

Though once friends, a few years prior Barrios was likely involve in the destruction of Romero’s 

plantation and the kidnapping of his workers. Neither man did particularly well out of the border 



treaty, both finding their properties now located within the other’s country, and each let their 

own interests lapse into decay. 
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The treaty in no way resolved the issues that had precipitated its signing, as the 

experiences of Barrios and Romero demonstrated. I, though, am going to move inland from 

Soconusco. As the border treaty signed in 1882 was slowly, painstakingly, turned into a series of 

markers and longitudinal measures, the local violence and confusion that had always defined the 

border region continued. This 1895 map was produced on the commission of the Guatemalan 

government and published in English by an American cartographer. It purports to lay out a visual 

history of border agreements, surveys, and maps to that point. The politics of the map become 

quite clear in looking at the legend. Everything drawn from Mexican sources or awarding 

Mexico additional territory is a misrepresentation, a mistake, unlawful, or simply wrong. This 

applies to both maps and to actions: first the maps - “New line of the Treaty according to a 

wrong interpretation by Mexico since 1887, represented in its true place;” “The same 

misrepresented in the “General Chart of the Mexican Republic,” by Antonio Garcia Cubas, 

1889;” and the few entries that follow. Then we get to the actions – all the shaded zones 

demarcate regions unlawfully or wrongly claimed or invaded by Mexican forces or actors, 

military or scientific. Most of these regions are in the interior of the frontier, in regions that in 

earliest maps of independent Central America were simply marked as “desconocidos” or 

“desierto incognito,” as we see here. The conflict that directly precipitated the making of this 

map is that represented by the green shading, a large swath of the Lacandón jungle newly 

valuable for its hardwoods. At the time of the map’s publication, the survey of the border had 

been at a standstill for at least six years because of this particular region and the vagaries of the 

treaty’s language.   

The zone comprised the area between the Chixoy and Santa Isabel rivers. The treaty had 

mandated that this portion of the border be determined by the deepest channel of the Usumasinta 



or the Chixoy River, depending on which intersected with the parallels of the border on either 

side. Having ceded the Soconusco, the Guatemalan government was not willing to cede the 

portion of the Petén that this ambiguous designation of the border might force.i  Arguments over 

primacy of conquest and colonial administration as well as geography formed the backbone of 

Guatemala’s argument. So, too, did the understanding of those living in the region.ii Though their 

citizenship was murky, with some locals declaring their loyalty to Guatemala, while others called 

for a plebiscite to decide the matter, their expertise was assumed.iii The issue remained 

unresolved for years, as the American surveyor in charge of Guatemala’s efforts, Miles Rock, 

continually harangued Mexico’s Manuel Pastrana.iv  

Property, rather than persons, brought the issue to a head. The treaty had laid out a 

relatively lax policy regarding the nationality of persons in the border zone. Those who found 

themselves denizens of another nation than that they claimed could stay or move as they saw fit. 

Similarly, individuals could, within the year, claim whichever nationality they chose. After that, 

they would be considered nationals of whatever land they were living in. However they chose, 

their property would remain their own, though subject to the laws of the nation in which it now 

stood, with its owners treated as members of the property’s nationality with respect to property 

law. Land determined law.v  

In the Lacandón, the issue was muddied by the granting of concessions rather than 

outright ownership and the presence of claimants whose nationality was neither Guatemalan nor 

Mexican. The Lacandón jungle, like Soconusco, had become the site of rapidly expanding export 

production, here dedicated to timber. Unlike coffee, timber extraction from a virgin jungle 

required no long-term commitment to a particular piece of property, and government concessions 

for the harvest of huge swaths of public land were the norm. In the disputed border region, the 



Guatemalan government had granted a Spanish firm the concession for timber harvest in the 

early 1880s.vi The Mexican government had granted concession to an overlapping piece of 

territory to one Miguel Torruco.vii In 1892, the Mexican government charged the Guatemalan 

military with kidnapping Torruco. The Guatemalans, in turn, claimed that they were charged 

with bringing Torruco to justice for intimidating employees of the Spanish firm and ascertaining 

his involvement in contraband.viii In the meantime, Rock was accused of invading Mexican 

territory and burning down the operations of Mexican companies, particularly that of Torruco.ix 

In return, the Guatemalan government accused the jefe político of a Mexican border town of 

doing the same in Guatemala.x  

The burning down of Torruco’s installations became an occasion for hashing out local 

knowledge. As they had with regards to Soconusco, workers became the witnesses, here 

testifying primarily on behalf of Guatemala. Most understood the land they worked to be 

Guatemalan, thus justifying the actions of Rock and the Guatemalan military. Others, though, 

pointed to a different dividing line, making the territory Mexican.xi Mexico tried to insist that 

having concessionaires like Torruco on the land made it Mexican, no matter what locals claimed, 

but Guatemala would have none of it. Maps and surveyors, not woodsmen and milpas, dictated 

national territory.xii The line was what mattered; without a clearly defined border, no one could 

know which authority governed.xiii  
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In response, Mexico pointed to the maps that did already exist, particularly to an 1875 

map by Hermán Au that had been used by the Guatemalan government to argue for Soconusco’s 

inclusion in its jurisdiction.xiv On this map, the territory now in question was clearly depicted as 

Mexican, no matter Rock’s “fantastical line” on current surveys or the fact that the map claimed 

Soconusco as Guatemala’s.xv Guatemala asserted that this map had never been official, 

particularly because Au had never himself gone to the Lacandón – if we go back to the legend 

from that first map, we see this assertion laid out quite clearly again. Changing his tune, Jorge 



Muñoz, the Guatemalan representative in Mexico, wrote that surveyors’ mistakes could never 

change the ‘… geographic position of a town, the location of a mountain, or the direction that a 

river flowed’.xvi Mexican Secretary of State Ignacio Mariscal laughed at this assertion and rattled 

his sabre.xvii 

 The United States, a participant in the negotiation of this border since the 1860s, 

threatened arbitration, Rock – an American citizen – retired, and Mexico flexed its military 

muscles. By 1895 an accord was reached. Guatemala again lost. The southern neighbour agreed 

to pay indemnities to Torruco and others who had suffered through its military raids. Mexico 

relinquished claims related to the costs of troop movements and other preparations for war. 

Finally, the disputed section of the border itself was fixed based on geospatial measures averaged 

out between the two national survey teams.xviii As in the original settling of the treaty and ceding 

of Chiapas and Soconusco to Mexico, the threat of military action and the stubbornness of 

Mexico’s assertion of constitutional rights triumphed over claims of history, administration, and 

self-determination.   

None of this, though, had much to do with the nationality of the people involved. The 

issue of the border was one of territory and sovereignty. Except for the very lax discussion of 

declaring nationality that was included in the treaty, I have found few signs of either government 

trying to secure the loyalty of those individuals living in the border region. At times locals found 

it useful to declare themselves citizens of one nation or another in order to gain some support for 

various claims, particularly with regards to investment in infrastructure and institutions, but 

hometown and current residence were more often the preferred means of identification than 

nationality. Yet still a border was made and respected in terms of legal and military jurisdiction. 

The case of this parcel of the Lacandon is narrow and quite specific, but it speaks in its detail to 



the larger stories of borders throughout Latin America where neither language nor culture nor 

heritage necessarily contrasted starkly across national bounds. While identity has become the 

primary means by which we discuss borders and borderlands, this case demonstrates that it was 

the identity of the land itself, rather than the identity of the individuals who lived on it, that we 

need to return to. Few cared who occupied and exploited the borderlands, but all cared whose 

authority ruled them.  
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